SOLUTION SHEET

MODULAR BUILDING SOLUTIONS

Affordable high quality and long-lasting portable structures
Traditional building projects demand excess time and budget
dollars. Building projects often require long periods of
construction causing disruption in the workplace. Portable
modular buildings are a smart alternative to traditional
building structures and offer significant bonus features.
Hexagon’s portable modular buildings are customizable,
reconfigurable, sustainable, and affordable. Adhering to all
applicable traditional building codes, our portable buildings
use high quality materials ensuring a long-lasting and
reliable structure. Easily built for countless uses, our modular
buildings can serve as office space, conference rooms,
cafeterias, bunk and living quarters, restrooms, and more.
They are designed to meet your custom requirements with
turnkey options available.
Major benefits to Hexagon modular portable buildings include:
• Accelerated path to occupancy

buildings or warehouses. Noise isolation construction means
quiet and productive working environments for your staff.
Our portable office structures also include design options
for secure environments, saving the hassle of transforming
existing buildings to meet secure federal regulations.

Superior Construction
Unlike many competing modular building providers, Hexagon’s

• Reduced material waste

portable structures are long-lasting and reliable. Our buildings

• Less site disruption

require no foundation and are built with all-steel galvanized

• Easily reconfigured and relocated
• Stackable, allowing for more room with a smaller footprint
• Meets all traditional code requirements

Time & Cost Savings
Our portable modular buildings are affordable with low
maintenance costs and significantly decrease traditional
construction time. Easily moved by trailer, crane, or forklift, our
modular buildings offer a customized solution that allow for
future re-configuration with minimal effort.
Stackable units offer a smaller footprint to maximize available
space and can even be constructed within existing office

construction.
These modular structures also feature steel powder coated
walls, vinyl flooring with concrete fiberboard, and mineral
wool noncombustible insulation. They are fitted with internal
rain systems and are designed to withstand high wind
environments. We use only the highest quality materials to
ensure exceptional results and overall customer satisfaction.

Energy Efficiency
Our modular building solutions also capitalize on modern
energy efficient methods to reduce lifecycle and maintenance
costs. We insulate all roofs, walls, and floors and install LED
lighting throughout the buildings.

We install tinted double pane windows that allow for a
comfortable lighting environment while providing increased
insulation and energy saving technology. Additionally, Hexagon
offers high efficiency split system air conditioning ensuring
even more energy and cost savings.

Summary
Hexagon portable building solutions provide affordable
and customizable physical spaces that are reliable and
sustainable, meeting many of your cost and energy efficiency
goals.
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